Abstract. In terms of the non-correspondence about the bottom layer tensile stress provided by the compressive resilient modulus and the allowable tensile stress obtained by the splitting test, this paper puts forward the methods about splitting stepping testing by contrasting the compressive resilient modulus testing methods. Both the stepping load and resilient deformation are recorded. With the help of the concept of splitting stiffness modulus, the expression of splitting resilient modulus can be obtained to gain the splitting resilient testing flow. The results show that the resilient modulus which is measured by splitting stepping load can meet the design ranges of asphalt mixture and the stepping loading methods about splitting resilient modulus are worth popularizing.
Introduction
The structure design about asphalt pavement makes reference to the values about elastic modulus parameters of asphalt mixtures. The elastic modulus values in exiting specification adopt the compressive resilient modulus which can be measured from stepping loading. The stipulation in specification shows that the bottom layer tensile stress provided by the compressive resilient modulus must be less than or equal to the allowable tensile stress. Besides, the allowable tensile stress can be obtained by means that the splitting strength value is divided by the structure coefficient of tensile strength in splitting test. There are not correspondences between the compressive resilient modulus and the splitting strength value. This is a major deficiency about exiting specification of asphalt pavement and it is necessary to improve this weakness.
The elastic modulus of asphalt mixture has different values in different acting experiments and there are more differences about elastic modulus in different conditions. To correspond the pavement design parameters and improve the structure designs, the splitting resilient modulus is selected as the modulus parameter of asphalt mixture so that the splitting resilient modulus in calculating the bottom layer tensile stress can coincide with the allowable tensile stress. Nevertheless, the researches about elastic modulus in splitting condition are very few currently and the reason lies in lacking of equation about splitting modulus. Aiming at this puzzle, the article acquires the loading values and the resilient deformations in splitting stepping loading by contrasting with the testing method about compressive resilient modulus. By the lights of the concept about stiffness modulus of asphalt mixture, the mathematical expression about splitting resilient modulus is derived to obtain the splitting resilient testing method. 
Defining methods of splitting resilient modulus
In the material mechanics method, the modulus is defined as the capacity to resist deformation and its modulus expression is E=σ/ε. The concept about σ is the stress in the range of elastic deformation and then the symbol about ε refers to the strain as the relative settlement. Asphalt mixture is a multivariate material and the external environment including temperature, traffic load and humidity have influences on its modulus. Therefore, the testing temperature should get command of fifteen degree centigrade in splitting strength and resilient modulus tests. In this temperature, the splitting resilient modulus can maintain stabilization relatively.
According to the uniaxial compression test in Standard Test Methods of Bitumen and Bituminous Mixtures for Highway Engineering JTG E20-2011, the resilient deformation values from stepping loading are measured to calculation the compressive resilient modulus. The splitting resilient modulus test can be put forward on the basis of compression method.
Testing methods of splitting resilient modulus
From the comparison of the method about compressive resilient modulus, the testing processes in AC-13 asphalt mixture splitting resilient modulus are described.
(1) The AC-13C Marshall specimens are shaped and the fixture containing 12.7mm wide and 50.8mm inner curvature is chosen. The specimens are kept by the temperature for more than 6 hours in fifteen degree centigrade.
(2) The process of splitting test are as follows. The loading rate in material machine is 50mm/min. The curves about load-time and vertical deformation-time are recalled in succession. Turn on the material machine, keep the load head on the fixture and adjust the data system. The specimens are loaded to destroy at a specified rate. The splitting test is in Figure 1 : (4) There has a compaction lasting one minute with the rate of 2mm/min to 0.2P. The material machine can read the vertical displacement automatically without using dial gauge to record the loading and unloading numbers.
(5) Being turned the first load 0.1P in the rate of 2mm/min and then discharged to zero, the specimen is waited for a bounce lasting for thirty seconds. The testing system can draw a deformation-time curve in this loading circulation by itself. Besides, the processes about loading and unloading including the second to seventh stage are carrying out. The resilient deformation is the difference between the deformation in certain load and the unloading deformation after thirty seconds resilience. The material properties appear not full elasticity but partial irrecoverable deformation. The stepping loading curve is in Figure 3 and the deformation curve is in Figure 4 : According to the Standard Test Methods, the stiffness modulus expression in splitting condition is as follows:
This expression is applied to the splitting test in 50mm/min loading rate. The loading rate is too quick to reflect the plasticity and creep properties. The modulus status appear as elastic condition. The stiffness modulus is related to the loading time and testing temperature. The testing conditions include the fifteen degree centigrade about temperature and fifty millimeter per minute about loading rate. Every samples are being tested under the same conditions. P T in stiffness modulus expression represents the maximum load in splitting destruction and X T stands for the horizontal displacement which is correlated with Y T vertical deformation. Similarly, P T reflects the grade five load and Y T is the grade five resilient deformation. In terms of the above relationships, ST can correspond to the splitting resilient modulus E in stepping load: 
The testing temperature should be strictly controlled in fifteen degree centigrade so that the Poisson's ratio of asphalt mixture is 0.3. The mathematical expression can be deduced:
P T is the grade five load (N); Y T is the grade five resilient deformation (mm); h is specimen height (mm).
Results of splitting resilient modulus
In line with the above mentioned testing flow, the values about the grade five load and resilient deformation can be obtained. Contrasting the testing results and the design parameters about asphalt mixture compressive resilient modulus E is in Table 1 . According to the Table 1 analysis, the results show that the splitting resilient modulus are in the context of tensile stress in fifteen degree centigrade and it is effective to measure the splitting resilient modulus by using stepping load method.
Conclusion
(1) Contrasting with testing methods of compressive resilient modulus, the methods of splitting resilient modulus are put forward tentatively. The splitting modulus mathematical expression --E=3.608×P T / (h×Y T ) can be deduced to calculate the values about splitting resilient modulus in stepping load. But both the loading rate and testing temperature should be strictly controlled when using this expression.
(2) The resilient modulus values which are measured by splitting resilient methods can meet the ranges of design parameters. This calculating methods about splitting testing can be available to compare the bottom layer tensile stress in splitting model with the allowable tensile stress in splitting test.
